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Problem Statement

Imagine an NBA player who has the potential to become the next Michael Jordan, but

he has a coach who doesn’t know just how good he is. This player sits the bench the

whole season and gets one minute on the court when he has to guard a guy half a foot

taller. If the coach had known where to put this player in the lineup to make him the best

he can be, the player would show his true potential. This is a situation that could

realistically happen and ruin a player’s career.

Description Problem Solving Method

Our method to solving this problem is by using machine learning. By using a method

that finds patterns in number relations, we can give the computer a set of a player’s

stats and it will tell us what that player’s rating is. We gave the machine 25 different

players and their respective NBA 2k ratings, and it found the relationship between their

stats and their rating. This would help a coach know how efficient certain players are by

looking at their rating.

Discussion of how we Verified and Validated our Model

After running the code, we chose a random player from the displayed list and compared

their actual NBA 2k rating to our prediction software rating. This method was too long,



and we weren't able to get the full picture of the accuracy of the machine learning

algorithm. We then added a function using matplotlib to graph lines of our prediction and

of the actual player rating.

Code to Date (Used Python, 175 lines)









The Conclusions We Reached by Analyzing Our Results

Although we didn’t achieve what we expected, our results are still amazing. We
were able to give each player in the NBA a rating and have decent accuracy. If we
wanted to increase the accuracy of our model, I think we would need more



examples to help the machine learn. In the future, I think we could show the rating
for each player in all positions to show the importance of how lineups are set up.

Most Significant Achievement on the Project

“I think the most significant achievement on the project was the predictions, they were a

lot closer than expected, and plotting the accuracy was also pretty cool” -Isaac
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